
Conveniently Located Within The Town, This
Charming 1st Floor Townhouse Is Full Of

Character And Charm, Boasting Many
Traditional Features Throughout As Well As

More Modern Styles. With Local Shops On The
Doorstep And A Private Garden And Parking
To The Rear, This Spacious Townhouse Is A

Must See.

53A High Street
Coldstream, TD12 4DL

3 bed 1 public 1 bath



This charming, late Georgian townhouse is situated on the first
floor and enjoys a central position in the heart of the town with
a full range of local shops and amenities on the doorstep. Offering
well-proportioned accommodation with a flexible layout, this stylish
property benefits from many traditional features including high
ceilings with attractive, well maintained cornicing, wainscoting,
original, functional, window shutters, as well as an intriguing and
unusual curved wall in the lounge. Oozing character, the property has
been well-maintained over the years and provides a seamless blend
of traditional and more modern styles, benefiting from great levels
of natural light with outlooks over the town. Unique for a property
on the High Street, a well stocked private garden with summerhouse
is situated to the rear as well as private parking and a detached car
garage.

LOCATION
Coldstream itself is well known as the gateway to Scotland and is
set on the banks of the River Tweed with beautiful walks along
the riverside and in the nearby Hirsel Country Estate. Local sports
include an 18-hole golf course at the Hirsel, tennis courts, horse
riding and fishing on the Tweed. It also provides easy access to
large variety of walks within the Northumberland National Park and
lovely unspoilt beaches on the Berwickshire coast. Coldstream town
offers a good primary school and easy access to secondary schools,
a variety of shops and is well placed for easy commuting to both
Edinburgh and Newcastle via the mainline station at Berwick upon
Tweed only 20 minutes away with a regular bus service.

KEY FEATURES
• Traditional Townhouse with Many Original Late Georgian Features
• Situated in the Heart of the Town
• Nicely Proportioned Accommodation
• Private Garden at the Rear
• Detached Car Garage and Private Parking

ACCOMMODATION SUMMARY
Communal Entrance, Entrance Hallway, Lounge, Dining Kitchen,
Three Bedrooms (Bedroom Three Accessed Via Bedroom Two) and
Bathroom. Landscaped Garden, Detached Car Garage and Private
Parking.

ENTRANCE
The main door opens into the communal hallway with stairs leading
up to the first floor where 53A is located. A door to the rear of the
ground floor hallway provides direct access to the garden area.

ACCOMMODATION
The front door opens into the entrance hallway which is very
welcoming and spacious with an impressive arch feature. With double
sash and case windows featuring the original, functioning shutters, the
extremely spacious lounge is an interesting room which features an
unusual curved wall, typical of the late Georgian period, as well as a
coal-effect gas fire set into the original and impressive Portoro marble
fire place. Two matching, bespoke curved, panelled and dentilled
doors feature in the lounge, one providing access and the other
which leads into an intriguing and useful space, flooded with natural
light from the full size sash window and could perhaps be used as
a home study or for additional storage. Overlooking the rear, the
kitchen offers a great range of fitted units with integrated oven and
hob as well as room for slot in appliances and a dining table. Enjoying

a similar outlook, the master bedroom is generous in size with ample
space for furnishings, whilst bedrooms two, which leads through
into bedroom three, are located to the front and offer flexibility on
use and built-in storage options. All three bedrooms also feature
the original window shutters. The family bathroom comprises of a
white three piece suite including bath with shower over finished with
surrounding wet all panelling, as well as a traditional pull chain WC.

EXTERNAL
A door at the rear of the communal hallway provides pedestrian
access to an area of private garden which lies to the rear of the
property and is well stocked, comprising of an area laid to lawn with
surrounding flower beds, lovely fruit trees and grape vine whilst the
summerhouse provides the perfect seating area.

GARAGE AND PARKING
Double gates lead off Nursery Lane to the rear of the property
providing vehicle access with private parking for two cars as well as a
detached, single car garage with small workshop area.

MEASUREMENTS
Lounge
Kitchen
Master Bedroom
Bedroom Two
Bedroom Three
Bathroom

COUNCIL TAX
Band B

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Rating C

VIEWING
To arrange a viewing contact the selling agents, Hastings Legal on
01573 225 999 - lines open until 10pm 7 days a week.

MARKETING POLICY
Offers are invited and should be submitted to the Selling Agents,
Hastings Property Shop, 28 The Square, Kelso, TD5 7HH, 01573
225999, Fax 01573 229888. The seller reserves the right to sell at any
time and interested parties will be expected to provide the Selling
Agents with advice on the source of funds with suitable confirmation
of their ability to finance the purchase. All measurements are
approximate and are taken at the widest point. Whilst these
particulars have been carefully prepared, no guarantee is given as to
their accuracy and they shall not form part of any contract to follow
hereon.

6.01m x 4.90m
3.75m x 3.28m
5.03m x 4.14m
4.92m x 2.51m
4.92m x 2.07m
2.30m x 1.70m


